Hide and Seek in the Sea!

Many ocean animals hide in plain sight using camouflage. When you find these masters of camouflage in the Aquarium, write the habitat in which you found them and count how many you can see.

Giant Pacific Octopus
Habitat: ____________________________
How many are there: ________________

Sanddab
Habitat: ____________________________
How many are there: ________________

Bay Pipefish
Habitat: ____________________________
How many are there: ________________

Crystal Jelly
Habitat: ____________________________
How many are there: ________________

Giant Pacific Octopus
Habitat: ____________________________
How many are there: ________________
Unusual Body Parts

Find two Aquarium animals with an unusual body part that helps them to survive in their habitat. Draw each animal below. Describe how the body part helps the animal to survive.

Example: Horn sharks have a spine in front of the big fin on top of their bodies (dorsal fin). This spine protects them from animals who might like to eat them (predators)! This animal lives in the kelp forest.

Name of animal: ___________________
Describe how its unusual body part helps it to survive:
My detailed drawing:

Name of animal: ___________________
Describe how its unusual body part helps it to survive:
My detailed drawing:

Unusual Behaviors

Find two Aquarium animals that do unusual things to survive in their habitat. Draw each animal below. Describe how the unusual behavior helps the animal to survive.

Example: Acorn barnacles begin their lives as swimmers then attach their heads to hard surfaces. That means they filter feed in the Rocky Shore using their feathery legs!

Name of animal: ___________________
Describe how its unusual behavior helps it to survive:
My detailed drawing:

Name of animal: ___________________
Describe how its unusual behavior helps it to survive:
My detailed drawing: